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About This Game

SCXL is a minimalist rhythm game that puts you in a role of a battle commander to challenge your reaction and reflexes.

Key Features

 Potapon like combat

 Minimalist soundtrack

 Rhythm-based gameplay
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Title: Super Commander XL
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Zeuta Caffe
Publisher:
Zeuta Caffe
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: AMD Athlon II X3 450, 3.20 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce™ GT 315

Storage: 200 MB available space
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super commander xl

The beatmaps in this DLC don't seem as good as the original game. (This is on expert)

The beatmaps in the original game flow much better and "feel good" when you hit the notes correctly.

In the DLC most songs have multiple sections that don't flow well and don't "feel good" to play.

The original maps felt challenging. Most of these maps feel annoying. (Note: I have completed all the original songs on Expert).
10/10 would play again when new content comes out, I have completed every single achievement other than kill 500 with each
weapon class(300 and 400 respectively right now). The game is a strange mix of rushdown and advantage in individual conflict
for the minions, mandatory parry and stamina management for bosses, yet gives you a lot of wiggle room if u just dump all your
points into defense, seriously it not only makes it so that you take half dmg after healing for a minute but also deal 75% more
dmg after taking dmg. All of this, of course, will let you barely squeeze through the fallen valkyre boss( unless you have 330
deense with the full elemental synergy singlehanded sword set up in which case you just need to consistently parry and dodge). I
went to all that trouble to get the puppy back in the gift, THEN THE PARENTS LET IT OUT AT THE END ANYWAY!
Good game but that girl has really ungreatful parents. ):. over all a good game
. Why is this game so good? Frog Climbers is one of the weirdest games I've ever played, yet somehow also one of the most fun!
The whole point of the game is, you're a frog, your friends are frogs, you're racing up a mountain, you have to win. It's really
that simple, the controls are different, but very easy to get used to, and the best part, you can play with up to four people, so you
can embrace the awesome stupidity of this game with your friends!

DON'T FORGET THIS GAME REQUIRES, I'LL SAY IT AGAIN, REQUIRES A CONTROLLER TO BE PLAYED.
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Decent for a free title, much better if you play it with music. With a bit more depth and polish I'd be happy to throw my wallet
at it.. Please...I want a refund. This is absolutely hideous why did I even buy this.. Card Crawl is an ingenious take on solitaire.
You play with a set of playing cards and 5 ability cards. Each turn, you are dealt up to four cards, which can be treasure,
monsters, weapons, potions, shields or ability cards. Your hero has a set amount of hit points, and the object is to have all the
cards dealt out of the deck, and still be alive.

There are 35 ability cards, and you start with a handful at the beginning of the game. The rest are unlocked as you win the game
and use in game currency to unlock them. The better the card, the more expensive it is.

As you progress, you also unlock additional features to the game, as in choosing your ability cards beforehand (normally they
are taken from your collection randomly); unlocking additional hero cards; and creating and playing other players' decks. I've
played a handful of them. They're all over the place, from challenging to WTF were you thinking?!

It's well worth the cost, either on sale or no. For a relaxing, casual card game, it's aces in my book.. PROS:
- Farely decent soundtrack
- Clean Graphics
- Trading Cards 1 0f 5
- Requires player to be independent
- Decent price for te stand alone product

CONS:
- Strict camera angles
- Buggy door opening sequence

3/5. Graphically, it certainly shows it's age.

Weapons are limited and it's all a bit boring.. I have only played this game so far on Novice difficulty level. On novice, I feel
this is a physically intense game and can be punishing for me because I am the type to tunnelvision under stress. At times I
would have to focus on defending myself from all attacks and tunnelvisioning on trying to maneuver into a better position to
keep my 3 opponents within my field of vision. I can't remember now if there have ever been more than 3 in the arena at once,
but I do appreciate the ability to shift the odds a little more in my favor by giving me a more tactical view of the arena, this way.

The first 4 or 5 stages of novice are kinda easypeasy whatever, but keep pushing. Once I encountred my first dual wielding
opponent, and consequently became capable of ambidextrously waving around two of my varied collection of swords and a
machete?, each with their own set of stats to consider for dealing damage in a way that works with my playstyle, I knew I would
be putting this VR game onto my favorites list.

Thanks to the devs for putting this together!. When I first looked at this my initial impression was the overall look was pretty
lackluster even for Visual novels. That said The premise was interesting enough for me to instabuy it when I saw it.

Was it worth it? Hell yeah.

The Characters all have faults, motivations, and believable backstories. Evil people aren't evil just for the sake of being evil -
though sometimes thier motivations make you cringe, they are still believable.

And that's actually the one thing I could mention as a con for some people. This game has some dark elements to it which is to
be expected if you read the description but many characters in here including the main character have traits you will not like. I
think it makes the story better, but you may feel it is simply too dark.

There is some good replayiblity here. I think I got the best ending but there are plenty of scenes I have yet to unlock, so I know
there is a lot I am missing.

This isn't a scary game - it's a psychologically dark one.. Nice mix of puzzles and light platforming. The game mechanics are
great and lead to some interesting situations.
Clocked in only 2 hours of game play but for the price it's worth it.
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